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Abstract

We build a multi-sectoral North–South trade model to analyze international intellectual
property rights (IPR) protection. By comparing the Nash equilibrium IPR protection
standard of the South (the developing countries) with that of the North (the developed
countries), we find that the former is naturally weaker than the latter. Moreover, we show
that both regions can gain from an agreement that requires the South to harmonize its IPR
standards with those of the North, and the North to liberalize its traditional goods market.
This demonstrates the merits of multi-sectoral negotiations in the GATT/WTO.
   2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction

One important breakthrough of the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) is the signing of the Agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (the TRIPS Agreement), which stipulates
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that all members adopt a set of universal minimum standards on intellectual
1property rights (IPR) protection. According to many observers (e.g., Reichman,

1995), most of the terms of the agreement are based on the prevailing standards in
developed countries (the North) at the time of the negotiation. The major
consequence is that developing countries (the South) have to strengthen substan-
tially the legal protection of IPR. Based on this observation, it is often argued that
the agreement ‘forces’ the South to harmonize its IPR standards with those of the
North.

The TRIPS Agreement has raised several questions. For example, has the South
been doing too little to protect IPR (from the South’s and the global welfare points
of view)? What are the welfare consequences, for the South, the North and the
world, from strengthening IPR protection in the South? From the global welfare
point of view, does the South protect too much if it adopts the North’s IPR
standard? How can we make the TRIPS Agreement compatible with the South’s
incentive? Answers to these questions would help us address other important
issues as well. For example, if raising the South’s IPR standard improves the
world’s welfare, then the TRIPS can potentially make all regions better off. This
paper deals with the above questions and issues.

We build a model with two regions in the world, the North and the South, which
trade two types of goods, differentiated products and traditional products.
Innovation and imitation are carried out in the differentiated-products sectors of
both regions. We assume that the North and the South adopted their respective
Nash equilibrium IPR standards before the TRIPS was put in place, and the TRIPS
Agreement requires both regions to adopt the pre-TRIPS IPR standard of the North
as a minimum standard. The cost–benefit analysis we adopt is not fundamentally
different from Nordhaus’s (1969) classical work in which he calculates the optimal
patent length. Like his analysis, our optimal IPR protection strikes an optimal
balance between the gains from increased R&D efforts and the deadweight losses
resulting from the prolonged monopoly power of the innovators. Based on our
analysis, we find that the South’s equilibrium IPR standard is naturally not as
strong as that of the North. Moreover, it is globally welfare-improving for the
South to raise its IPR standard to harmonize with the North’s pre-TRIPS level. The
major effects of the TRIPS are: the South’s consumers lose by paying higher
prices, the North’s producers gain higher profits, but all consumers gain from a
larger variety of goods. On balance, the South’s welfare decreases, the North’s
increases, but the total welfare of the two regions rises, because of the existence of
a positive inter-regional externality. The externality arises because an increase in a
region’s IPR protection raises the profits of firms and enlarges the product variety
in another region without raising the deadweight loss in the latter. However, an
agreement that requires the South to raise its IPR standard without compensation

1See UNCTAD (1997) and Maskus (1998, 2000) for more about the TRIPS Agreement and related
issues.
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benefits the North at the expense of the South, and would not be compatible with
the South’s incentive.

Therefore, we extend the above IPR model to incorporate multi-sectoral
bargaining between the North and South to show that multi-sectoral negotiations
(or multi-issue negotiations) in GATT/WTO can be mutually beneficial to both
regions. For example, it would benefit both regions for the South to harmonize its
IPR standard with the North’s, in exchange for the North lowering its import
tariffs against South’s exports of traditional products. In this case, multi-issue
negotiations can achieve incentive-compatible and mutually beneficial outcomes
while single-issue negotiations cannot, since it is globally welfare-improving for
each side to make concessions on a different issue.

There have been many theoretical and empirical studies on the effects of IPR
2protection on innovation, trade, foreign direct investment and economic growth.

As far as we are aware, however, the present paper is among the first to assume
that both the North and the South have innovative capabilities and to consider
optimal degrees of IPR protection for the North, the South and the world as a
whole. It is also among the first to analyze the merits of raising the South’s IPR
protection in the broader context of multi-sectoral (or multi-issue) negotiations,
such as in the GATT or WTO. There are some other studies in the literature that
are related to our study in one way or another. Both Chin and Grossman (1990)
and Deardorff (1992) examine welfare effects of extending IPR protection from
the North to the South. They find, as we do, that many results depend on the size

3of the South’s market. However, there are two notable differences between these
papers and our study. First, they assume that the South does not have innovative
capability. Second, they examine only the case in which the South has either full
or no IPR protection. Diwan and Rodrik (1991) also consider various degrees of
IPR protection in the North and the South. Interestingly, they find that to maximize
the global welfare, which is the equally weighted sum of the North’s and the
South’s welfare, the rates of patent protection in the two regions must be identical.
They emphasize the taste difference between the two regions and assume no
innovative capability in the South. Helpman (1993) uses a dynamic general
equilibrium North–South model to study IPR protection, growth and welfare. He
assumes that the North specializes in innovation and the South specializes in
imitation. He finds that tightening IPR protection in the South hurts the South and

2See, for example, Mansfield (1986), Maskus and Penubarti (1995), Gould and Gruben (1996),
Richardson and Gaisford (1996), Horowitz and Lai (1996), Lai (1998) and Glass and Saggi (2001). For
example, Lai (1998) finds that, since stronger IPR protection in the South can increase the rate of
innovation, there is a tradeoff between the dynamic gains and static losses from strengthening IPR
protection in the South.

3In particular, Deardorff (1992) shows that global welfare will be reduced if the North’s IPR
standard is extended to a very large part of the South. In a related study, Yang (1998) argues that
because of the free-rider problem existing among the Southern countries, the South’s IPR protection is
too weak.
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may or may not benefit the North. We believe that this result needs to be modified
if we take into account the South’s innovative capability. We examine this issue in
our partial equilibrium model, which is able to include a more detailed micro-

4economic analysis of firm and government behaviors. Unlike our work, none of
the above-mentioned papers deals with the incentive-compatibility issue of the
South’s concessions in IPR. Our result that multi-issue negotiation makes both the
South and North better off echoes the recent literature on linkage issue related to
international trade negotiations (see Horsmann et al., 2001).

More recently, McCalman (2001) makes estimates of the transfer of income
from consumers to producers (mostly a transfer from South to North) resulting
from the TRIPS. However, he does not estimate the welfare gains from larger
product variety, which can be substantial. As we argue below, such a gain would
actually outweigh the deadweight loss so that a rise in the South’s IPR protection

5is globally welfare-improving.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 lays out the basic features

of the model and derives the Nash equilibrium pre-TRIPS IPR standards in the two
regions. Section 3 examines the effect of varying the South’s IPR protection
standard on global welfare. Section 4 introduces a bargaining game between the
two regions in a multi-sectoral negotiation. Section 5 summarizes the findings.

2 . A multi-sectoral model with IPR protection

There are two regions in the world, the North and the South. The North has
higher innovative capability than the South. There are two distinct regimes, the
pre-TRIPS regime and the post-TRIPS regime. We assume that in the pre-TRIPS
regime, the North and the South adopt their respective Nash equilibrium IPR
standards. While the TRIPS Agreement covers extensive issues, it is a widely

6shared view that establishing a global minimum IPR standard is the key. To
capture the view that the TRIPS adopted the prevailing IPR standard of the North
at the time of signing the agreement, we assume that in the post-TRIPS regime the
North’s pre-TRIPS IPR standard is set as the minimum standard for both regions.
We shall derive the Nash equilibrium IPR standards in the pre-TRIPS regime in

4Taylor (1993) has an interesting study on how firms in the North respond to lax IPR protection in
the South by creating market-made protection, i.e., technology masquing.

5He finds that the net transfers the US receives from the TRIPS to be up to 40% of the gains
associated with trade liberalization in the WTO, while the developing countries pay net transfers of up
to 64% of the gains they receive from trade liberalization. The large amount of transfers involved
shows that the IPR issue can indeed be an important leverage for the South to elicit trade concessions
from the North.

6See Hoekman and Kostecki (1995) for example.
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this section; in the next section, we evaluate welfare consequence of the TRIPS
Agreement.

2 .1. Preliminaries

There are two traded sectors in each region: a differentiated goods sector and a
traditional good sector. First let us focus on the differentiated products sector.
Consider one or many industries with very high potential for product innovation.

7Assume that any newly developed product will become obsolete afterT periods.
Although IPR protection refers to a broad range of legal activities, here we use
patent protection as representative of IPR protection. Regionk’s government sets a
patent lengthT for k [ hs, nj, wheres denotes the South andn denotes the North.k

We assume ‘national treatment’, i.e. governments provide the same protection to
all firms, regardless of where they are invented. This had been practiced by many
countries even before TRIPS. All imitated products are prohibited from being
produced or sold in regionk for T periods. The time horizon is infinite. At thek

beginning of period 0, both governments announce and immediately enforce patent
length ofT andT respectively for all goods invented in or after period 0. In eachs n

period, potential innovators decide whether or not to make individual R&D
investments. If they do, differentiated products will be developed. We assume that
innovators (i.e. firms) and consumers face exactly the same environment in every
period. (We can imagine there is a pool of resources that can perform product
development and production every period.) Thus, potential innovators will take the
same R&D action in every period. In particular, the samenumbers of differen-
tiated products will be developed in every period. LetM be the number ofk

differentiated products developed in regionk in each period. We assume that the
sets of products developed in the North and South are non-intersecting, and so a
product developed in one region is different from any product developed in the
other region. Products invented in different periods are necessarily different to
qualify for IPR protection. The same firm could develop many products in many
periods. Nonetheless, for ease of exposition, we treat different products (whether
in the same period or not) as being invented by different firms.

Before periodT, the numbers of differentiated products (invented under the new
IPR regime) whose patents have expired as well as not expired change from one
period to the next. After periodT, these numbers become steady. Therefore, a
steady state is attained after periodT. To simplify the analysis, we assume that
there is no discount of the future. Since there is no discounting, we can focus our
attention on the steady-state flow welfare for the purpose of welfare analysis. This

7T can be regarded as the length of the product cycle. AfterT periods, the product has no economic
value.
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8can be justified by ‘overtaking criterion’ in dynamic optimization theory. In every
steady-state period, there areTM South-invented products that are economicallys

viable andTM North-invented products that are economically viable, of whichn

T (M 1M ) products’ patents are still in force in the South andT (M 1M )s s n n s n

products’ patents are still in force in the North. Although the number of products is
discrete, we treat it as continuous in our mathematical derivation for easier
handling.

Following some previous work, we assume a quasi-linear utility function for the
representative consumer. With free trade in differentiated products and the
traditional product, the steady state flow utility of the representative consumer in
region k (wherek [ hs, nj) in period t is:

M Mj j

1a au (t)5 T O Ex (i) di 1 (T 2 T ) O Ex (i) dik k jk k jk3 4 3 4
j[hn,sj j[hn,sj

0 0

1 2]S D1 az 2 e z 1 y ,k k k k2

9where 0,a , 1 and 2a /e $ z $0. Parametersa and e are positive constants;k k k1
x (i) (x (i), respectively) is the consumption of differentiated producti developedjk jk

in region j and consumed in regionk, whose patent has not expired (has expired,
respectively); z is the consumption of a traditional productz (e.g., textilek

products) in regionk. Finally, y is a competitively produced non-traded compositek

good, produced and consumed only in regionk. The price ofy is normalized tos
10one. Note that ife ± e , then consumers in different regions will demand thes n

differentiated and the traditional products in different ratios, even if prices are
equal across regions. In particular, ife , e , a consumer in the South demands as n

higher ratio of traditional product to differentiated products than a consumer in the
North does. In each period, each consumer in regionk maximizes her utility
subject to a budget constraint,

8 ~ˆ ˆˆSee, for example, Burmeister (1980), pp. 249–250. Basically, with no discounting, a pathhc, k, k j
T~ ˆovertakes the pathhc, k, k j if lim e [u(c )2 u(c)] dt $ 0, wherec is the control variable,k is the state0

T →` ~ ˆˆvariable, andu(c) is the instantaneous welfare corresponding to the pathhc, k, k j. A feasible pathhc, k,
~̂k j is optimal if it overtakes all other feasible paths. It can be easily seen that if the steady state value of

~ˆ ˆˆ ˆu(c ) is higher than that of any other feasible valuesu(c), thenhc, k, k j overtakes all other paths, and is
therefore optimal.

9For 2a /e , z , the utility derived from goodz is zero. We shall maintain the assumption thata isk k

sufficiently large to avoid corner solutions.
10We assume that there is free trade in order to focus on IPR policy. Qiu and Lai (2001), on the other

hand, compare South’s and North’s tariffs but treat IPR policy as given.
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M Mj j

1 1
I $ T O Ep (i)x (i) di 1 (T 2T ) O Ep (i)x (i) dik k jk jk k jk jk3 4 3 4

j[hn,sj j[hn,sj
0 0

1 p (z)z 1 y ,k k k

1
wherep (i) (p (i), respectively) is the price of producti developed in regionj andjk jk

sold in regionk whose patent has not expired (has expired, respectively);p (z) isk

the price of productz sold in regionk, and expenditureI is exogenously given. Tok
(11a )esimplify the notation, definee ;1/(12a) and A; (12a)a .

The instantaneous demand for productsx (the differentiated products) whose
patents have not expired, that for those whose patents have already expired, and
that for productz (the traditional product) by the representative consumers are,
respectively,

1 2e2ep (i) p (i) a 2 p (z)jk jk kF GF G ˜]] ]] ]]]x (i)5 , x (i)5 and z 5 .jk jk ka a ek

When a , p (z), z 5 0. We shall maintain the assumption thata is sufficientlyk k

large to ensure interior solutions. LetN be a shift parameter on aggregate demand,k

which can be interpreted as the number of consumers in regionk. (We shall
assume thatN .N . Note that this should not be literally interpreted as then s

North’s population being higher, but rather that the size of the market for
differentiated products is larger in the North, as will become clear next.) Thus, the
corresponding aggregate demands are, respectively:

1 2e2ep (i) p (i) a 2 p (z)jk jk k˜ F GF G]] ]] ]]]X (i)5N , X (i)5N and Z 5N .F Gjk k jk k k ka a ek

Define e ; e andh ; eN /e . Then, we can rewriten k k k

a 2 p (z)kF]]]GZ 5h .k k e

Therefore,N /N is the size of the market for differentiated products in the Souths n

relative to that of the North, andh /h is the size of South’s market for thes n

traditional product relative to that of the North. Note thath 5N andh 5 eN /e .n n s s s

Assuming thate , e , so that the South’s propensity to consume the traditionals n

product relative to the differentiated products is higher, we haveh /h .N /N . Its n s n

is indeed plausible thath /h . 1 andN /N ,1. We shall discuss more about thiss n s n

in Section 4.
For simplicity, assume that the unit cost of production for allx products is

constant and equal to one unit of goody in that region regardless of the location of
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11production. Hence, the per-period operating profit (i.e., profit not including
innovation costs) of firmi based in regionj selling in regionk is p (i)5 [ p (i)2jk jk

1]X (i). Under IPR protection, firmi has a monopoly on producti. As a result, forjk

products whose patents have not expired,

1 2e]p (i)5 , X (i)5N a , and p (i)5N A.jk jk k jk ka

We assume imitation costs are zero. Therefore, for products whose patents have
expired, prices are driven down to the unit cost of production because of imitation.
Thus

11 1ep (i)51, X (i)5N a , and p (i)5 0.jk jk k jk

To avoid unnecessary complexity, we omit the details of the production of
traditional goodz by using an endowment model. Moreover, we assume that the
South is relatively more abundantly endowed with goodz than the North in the

¯sense that in every period,t, regionk is endowed withh z units of the traditionalk k

¯ ¯good and thatz , z . Therefore, in autarky, the price of goodz would be lower inn s

the South than in the North, and when there is free trade the South would export
this good to the North. Leth z andh z be the quantities of the South-produceds ss s sn

traditional good sold in South’s market and exported to North’s market, respec-
¯tively, with z 1 z 5 z . Let t be the tariff imposed on each unit of goodzss sn s

imported to the North. Assume that the demand intercepta is sufficiently large and
¯ ¯that z 2 z .t /e. Then, we have the following equilibrium conditions for thes n

traditional good sector in both markets:

¯p (z)5 a 2 e(z 1dz ), p (z)5 a 2 ez and p (z)5 p (z)1t,n n sn s ss n s

where d ;h /h .s n

Solving the above equilibrium conditions gives

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯e(z 2 z )2t a(11d )2 e(z 1dz )1dts n n s
]]]] ]]]]]]]]z 5 and p (z)5 . (1)sn ne(11d ) e(11d )

¯The total revenue per period from sectorz is thereforeR 5h [ p (z)z 1tz ] forzn n n n sn

¯the North andR 5h p (z)z for the South. Consumer surplus per period derivedzs s s s
2from this sector in the North and South are respectivelyh /2e[a 2 p (z)] andn n

2
h /2e[a 2 p (z)] . Note that the per-period quantities in the traditional-good sectors s

are also the steady-state quantities.
The total steady state flow welfare in regionk is

11In general, labor costs are lower in the South than in the North while innovation costs are higher in
the South than in the North. But, our emphasis here is on the North–South difference in innovation
costs.
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W 5U 1U ,k k zk

whereU is regionk’s steady state flow welfare derived from all sectors excludingk

sector z, whereasU is the steady state flow welfare in regionk derivedzk

exclusively from sectorz. We shall focus on the analysis of IPR protection in the
rest of this section and in Section 3. Since IPR protection affects sectorx only, and
will not affect U , we shall ignore sectorz until Section 4.zk

2 .2. Analysis of the pre-TRIPS regime

Based on the analysis in the preceding section, regionk’s (where k [ hs, nj)
representative consumer’s steady state flow utility at timet is

2ae aeu (t)5 T (M 1M )(12a)a 1 (T 2T )(M 1M )(12a)ak k s n k s n

2
1 [a 2 p (z)] /(2e )1 I .k k k

The first term on the right hand side refers to goods whose patents have not
expired, and the second term refers to goods whose patents have expired.

We now turn to the firms’ profits. Assume that in each period the innovation
costs of different products are different. Some goods are easier to develop and
some goods are harder to develop. We index goods in ascending order based on the
innovation costs, i.e., a good with a lower indexi has a lower innovation cost than
a good with a higheri. It is assumed that the innovation cost of producti based in

1 /b 12kregion k is a ? i wherea . 0 and 0, b , 1 are parameters.k k k

All firms sell their products in both the South’s and North’s markets. Thus, the
life-time profit of firm i based in regionk (over the entire life of producti) is

T Ts n

1 /b 1 /bk kP (i)5Ep (i) dt 1Ep (i) dt 2 a ? i 5 (N T 1N T )A2 a ? i .k ks kn k s s n n k

0 0

In each period, the marginal firm in the North,M , and that in the South,M , aren s

defined as firms that earn zero profit, i.e.,P (M )5 0 andP (M )5 0, respective-n n s s

ly. This leads to

b bm mn s
] ]M 5 and M 5 , where m ; (N T 1N T )A.S D S Dn s s s n na an s

Thus,M products are developed in the South andM products are developed ins n

the North in each period. We define the steady state flow profits of a region in a

12We could instead use a more general cost functionf(i), wheref(0)$0, f 9(.). 0, f 0(.).0. But our
results would not be altered qualitatively. Nor would our results be affected qualitatively if the future
were discounted.
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period as the total life-time profits of all firms that innovate in that period. It turns
Mkout that these flow profits are equal toe P (i) di.0 k

Before we proceed further, we now make two assumptions about the asymmetry
between the two regions. First, we assume thatN .N . Although we can considern s

the South’s population to be higher than the North’s, it is widely documented that
the North’s demands for innovative products, such as computers, pharmaceuticals
and biotechnological products, are higher than those of the South. Second, we
assume that the North has higher innovative capability such that in equilibrium
M ,M . There are many combinations ofa , a , b and b that can lead to thiss n s n s n

very plausible equilibrium outcome. For example,b 5 b and a . a , or b , bs n s n s n

anda 5 a , are sufficient conditions forM ,M . It would be seen later that theses n s n

two assumptions would lead to the result that the North protects IPR stronger than
the South does.

The steady state flow welfare of regionk is given by

-

Mk

W (T , T , M , M )5N u (t)1EP (i) di 1Rk s n s n k k k zk

0
2ae ae

5N T [(M 1M )(12a)a ] 1N (T 2 T )[(M 1M )(12a)a ] 1N Ik k s n k k s n k k

bk (11b ) /bk k]]1M (N T 1N T )A2 M 1U .k s s n n k zk11 bk

Each region chooses its IPR protection policyT strategically to maximize itsk

welfare. To characterize the Nash equilibrium, we first obtain the policy reaction
functions of the North and of the South. Since the reaction functions of the North
and the South are symmetric up to the values of the parameters, let us focus on the
South for the time being. Assuming an interior solution, the optimal responseTs

for any givenT is obtained from the following equation:n

dW ≠W ≠W ≠M ≠W ≠Ms s s s s n
] ] ]]]] ]]]]5 1 1 5 0. (2)dT ≠T ≠M ≠T ≠M ≠Ts s s s n s

Note that

≠Ws ae ae ae]5 2N hM [12 (11a)a ] 1M (12a )j(12a)a , 0.s s n≠Ts

That is, the marginal effect of lengthening IPR protection, given that the number
of products remains unchanged, is negative. It is the sum of consumer losses and
producer gains, which add up to a deadweight loss. We denote this social marginal
cost of IPR protection in the South asMC ; u≠W /≠T u, which increases withT .s s s s

On the other hand, lengthening IPR protection in the South encourages more
innovations in both the North and the South, which enlarges product variety and so
raises consumer welfare. Thus,
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≠W ≠M ≠Ms s sae ae]]]] ]]5N [T 2 T (12a )](12a)a . 0,s s≠M ≠T ≠Ts s s

≠W ≠M ≠Ms n nae ae]]]] ]]5N [T 2 T (12a )](12a)a . 0,s s≠M ≠T ≠Tn s s

the sum of which captures the social marginal benefit (MB ) from extendingT .s s

Since

≠M N A ≠M N As s n s
]] ]] ]] ]]5 b M and 5 b M ,s s n n≠T m ≠T ms s

the marginal benefitMB decreases inT .s s

The South’s reaction function is therefore obtained from equatingMC to MB ,s s
13which is reduced to

N Asae ae ae]]M [12 (11a)a ] 1M (12a )5 [T 2T (12a )](b M 1 b M ).s n s s s n nm

(3)

Invoking symmetry, we obtain the reaction function of the North

N Anae ae ae]]M [12 (11a)a ] 1M (12a )5 [T 2T (12a )](b M 1 b M ).n s n n n s sm

(4)

* *Eqs. (3) and (4) jointly determine the Nash equilibrium, denoted byT and T .s n

Refer to Fig. 1.
Note that both the South’s reaction function and the North’s reaction function

are downward sloping in the (T , T ) space. For example, the right hand side ofs n

Eq. (3) (hereinafterRHS(3)) decreases with bothT and T , while the left hands n

side of Eq. (3) (hereinafterLHS(3)) increases with bothT and T . Therefore,s n

(d /dT )[LHS(3)2RHS(3)]. 0 and (d/dT )[LHS(3)2RHS(3)]. 0. By the Im-n n

plicit Function Theorem,T decreases asT increases, as we move along thes n

South’s reaction curve in the (T , T ) space. The same is true for the North’ss n

reaction function. Thus, stronger protection in the North makes it optimal for the
South to protect less. The main reason for the substitution effect of the North’s
protection for the South’s protection (as far as the South is concerned) is that asTn

increases, product variety is enlarged due to the greater incentive for firms to
innovate, and so theMC (T ) curve, which plotsMC on a diagram withT on thes s s s

horizontal axis, shifts up. This calls for a reduction of IPR protection in the South.
On the other hand, theMB (T ) curve, which plotsMB on the same diagram,s s s

13The second-order condition for the South is automatically satisfied as it can now be easily checked
2 2that d W /dT , 0.s s
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Fig. 1. Pre-TRIPS Nash Equilibrium IPR standards. NRF indicates the North’s reaction function, while
SRF indicates the South’s reaction function.

shifts down when consumers obtain increased product variety, due to the
decreasing effect of variety on the marginal benefit. This also calls for a reduction
of IPR protection in the South.

It can also be shown that the South’s reaction curve is steeper than the North’s
reaction curve in the (T , T ) space. Hence, the Nash equilibrium is stable (sees n

Appendix A).
* *To compare the values ofT and T , we first observe that becauseM .M ,s n n s

LHS(3). LHS(4) for all T and T . Suppose we setT 5 T 5j in both (3) ands n s n

(4). Then,RHS(3),RHS(4) sinceN ,N . Moreover, the RHS of both equationss n

decreases withj, and the LHS of both equations increases withj. Hence, the value
of j obtained from (3) is less than that obtained from (4). This, together with the
fact that the South’s reaction function is steeper than the North’s reaction function,
implies that the two curves must intersect at a point above the 458 line, which

* *means thatT , T (see Fig. 1).s n

* *The above analysis also indicates two reasons forT , T . First, the North hass n

more innovations than the South (M ,M ), because the North has sufficientlys n

higher innovative capability. Second, the North’s market size is larger than the
South’s (N ,N ).s n

Next, we check the constraints on the parameters to ensure an interior solution
* *of T . Note that a necessary and sufficient condition forT . 0 is that the values s

of T (given thatT 50) on the South’s reaction function is greater than the valuen s

of T (given thatT 5 0) on the North’s reaction function. A necessary conditionn s
aefor this inequality to hold isN A[T 2T (12a )] ,N AT, which, together withn n s
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aethe conditionT $T , impliesN /N .a . Therefore, the market in the South hasn s n

to be sufficiently large compared with the market in the North in order for the
South to have any incentive to protect IPR.

Finally, we examine the implications of market size for equilibrium IPR
standards. We find thatthe equilibrium IPR protection in the South (North) is
stronger when the market in the South (North) becomes larger, or the market in
the North (South) becomes smaller. Mathematically,

* * * *≠T ≠T ≠T ≠Ts s n n
]] ]] ]] ]]. 0, , 0, . 0, and , 0. (5)
≠N ≠N ≠N ≠Ns n n s

The proof is given in an appendix available from the authors upon request.
It is interesting to understand why the two market sizes have opposite impacts

on the optimal IPR protection. The effects ofN on the South’s reaction function isn

that a larger market in the North results in greater product variety, which increases
the marginal cost,MC , of the IPR protection in the South and lowers the marginals

benefit,MB , of the IPR protection in the South, for any givenT . Therefore, ans n

increase inN shifts the South’s reaction function inward. The effects ofN on then s

South’s reaction function are more complicated. On the one hand, a larger market
in the South also leads to greater product variety, which should lessen the IPR
protection in the South. On the other hand, there are more consumers in the South
who benefit from increasing the IPR protection in the South, and, as a result, the
marginal benefits,MB , of the IPR protection in the South increase. We find thats

this latter effect dominates the former one and thus an increase inN shifts thes

South’s reaction function outward. By the same argument, an increase inN shiftsn

the North’s reaction function out, while an increase inN shifts the North’ss

reaction function in. Consequently, we obtain the results given in (5).
We now conclude this section. Just like Chin and Grossman (1990), we also find

that it is optimal for the South to protect IPR when its market is sufficiently large.
Moreover, we find that as the market in the South grows, it is individually optimal
for the South to strengthen its IPR protection. However, the South’s incentive to
protect IPR can never be as strong as the North’s incentive so long as the North
has a larger market for differentiated products and has more innovations than the
South does.

3 . The post-TRIPS regime and global welfare

In the post-TRIPS regime, both regions are required to adopt the North’s
*pre-TRIPS IPR protection,T , as the minimum standard. We shall evaluate then

welfare consequence of such a measure. But let us first identify the equilibrium in
*the post-TRIPS regime, i.e. the equilibrium subject to the constraintsT $T ands n
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* *T $T . In other words, given thatT is the minimum standard, what standardsn n n

would the two regions adopt?
When governments adopt new IPR standards, the numbers of products invented

in the regions in each period are different from those in the pre-TRIPS regime.
Again, we can calculate the equilibrium policies based on the new steady-state

14welfare levels. Thus, we can adopt a similar analysis as developed in Section 2.2.
*It can be easily shown that the unique post-TRIPS equilibrium isT 5T ands n

*T 5T . That is, both regions simply adopt the North’s pre-TRIPS IPR protection.n n

The intuition is as follows. From the last section, we see that the North wants to
lower T as the South increasesT ; conversely, the South wants to lowerT as then s s

* *North increasesT . Therefore, asT is forced to increase fromT to T , then s s n

* *North would want to reduceT belowT . Given the constraintT $ T , however,n n n n

* *the optimal response for the North isT 5T . Given thatT 5T , the South’sn n n n

* *unconstrained best response isT 5T . However, under the constraintT $T ,s s s n

*the best response of the South isT 5T .s n

To evaluate world welfare, let us first define world (or global) welfare simply as
the sum of the North’s and the South’s welfare, i.e.,W5W 1W . To evaluates n

whether the minimum IPR standard stipulated by TRIPS is welfare-improving for
the world, we first find an expression for the effect ofT on global welfare. Then,s

we discuss the properties of the globally optimal IPR standard of the South given
*that T 5T . Finally, we evaluate the global welfare effect of increasingT fromn n s

* * *T to T given thatT 5 T .s n n n

Based on the analysis in the last section, the North’s steady state flow welfare at
*T 5T is given byn n

ae ae* *W (T , T , M , M )5N (M 1M )(12a)a [T 2 T (12a )]n s n s n n n s n

bn (11b ) /bn n]]*1N I 1M (N T 1N T )A2 M 1U .n n n s s n n n zn11 bn

bnRecalling thatM 5 (m /a ) wherem 5 (N T 1N T )A, we can easily seen n s s n n

dW ≠W ≠W ≠M ≠W ≠Mn n n n n s
]] ]] ]] ]] ]] ]]5 1 ? 1 ? . 0. (6)dT ≠T ≠M ≠T ≠M ≠Ts s n s s s

A similar inequality can be shown for the South. Therefore,a region always
benefits from stronger IPR protection in the other region, i.e., dW /dT . 0 andn s

15dW /dT .0. The benefit comes from enlarging product variety in both regionss n

(≠M /≠T . 0 and≠M /≠T . 0, for k 5 hs, n,j) and increasing innovators’ profitsk s k n

(≠P (i) /≠T . 0 and≠P (i) /≠T .0, for k 5 hs, n,j). Specifically, with a strongerk s k n

14The new steady state startsT periods after TRIPS is invoked.
15If, however, consumers from the two regions have different tastes for the products, it is possible

that the North (South) cannot always benefit from stronger IPR protection in the South (North), as
shown by Diwan and Rodrik (1991).
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IPR protection in the foreign region, but with its own IPR protection unchanged, a
region’s consumers enjoy larger product variety with no price hikes (call itvariety
spillover), and its firms also receive more profits (call itprofit spillover). There is,
therefore, a positive inter-regional externality from strengthening IPR protection.
Since a region’s individually optimal IPR protection does not take into account
this positive inter-regional externality, IPR is under-protected from the world’s
point of view if regions all adopt their individually optimal IPR standards as in the
pre-TRIPS regime.

We now turn to consider the impact of increasing the South’s IPR protection on
*global welfare given thatT 5T . SinceW(T )5W (T )1W (T ), by (2) and (6),n n s n s s s

we have,

dW dWdW s n
] ] ]]5 1 .0. (7)U U UdT dT dTT 5T T 5T T 5T* * *s s s s s s s s s

*That is, provided that there is no corner solution forT , slightly increasing thes

*South’s IPR protection from its individually optimal levelT increases globals

welfare. This is due to the positive externality of IPR protection indicated above.
This result supports the argument for increasing the South’s IPR protection. The
question is how much the South’s IPR protection should be increased in order to
achieve global welfare optimum.

DifferentiatingW(T ) with respect toT givess s

1 dW ae]]]] ] 5 2 (M 1M )[12 (11a)a ]ae S D s ndT(12a)a N ss (8)
A ae ae] *1 (b M 1 b M )hN [T 2T (12a )] 1N [T 2 T (12a )]j.n n s s s s n nm

2 2We can easily check thatW(T ) is concave inT , i.e., d W/dT ,0 for all T .s s s s

(Simply note that dW/dT decreases withT ).s s

* *We next check if dW/dT $ 0 at T 5T . SubstitutingT for T in (8), thens s n n s

comparing the result with Eq. (4), we can show that it is indeed true that
*dW/dT $0 at T 5 T . A formal proof is given in Appendix B. Defining thes s n

wSouth’s level of IPR protection that maximizes global welfare asT ; argmaxs
w* *W(T 5 T ), we conclude thatT .T . Therefore,given that the North continuesn n s n

to adopt its pre-TRIPS Nash equilibrium IPR standard, global welfare is
maximized when the South adopts an IPR standard which is stronger than that of
the North. Refer to Figs. 2a and 2b.

Finally, we find thatthe South’ s IPR protection that maximizes global welfare is
an increasing function of the size of the South’ s market. Mathematically, we have

w
≠T /≠N .0. The proof is given in an appendix available from the authors upons s

request. Intuitively, asN increases, there is a higher demand for North-innovateds

goods in the South (profit spillover is stronger) as well as a greater additional
variety of differentiated products developed by the South from strengthening IPR
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Fig. 2. (a) The TRIPS versus global optimum. TRIPS moves the world from A to B, but the optimum
W* *is at C, given thatT 5T . Here,T indicates the South’s pre-TRIPS patent length;T indicates then n S S

South’s patent length that would maximize global welfare given that the North keeps its pre-TRIPS
patent length. (b) World welfare as South’s patent length changes. Points A, B and C correspond to
those in Fig. 2a.
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(variety spillover is also stronger), and therefore the magnitude of the positive
inter-regional externality of the South’s IPR protection is greater. This calls for an
increase in the South’s IPR protection to internalize the externality.

The above result is somewhat consistent with the conclusion of Deardorff
(1992), who finds that when the fraction of the world that is weak in IPR
protection is larger, it is globally optimal to extend the strong IPR protection to
more of these countries. What was not addressed by Deardorff (1992), but has
been addressed by us, is that the globally optimal level of IPR protection by the
South would be higher than the pre-TRIPS standard of the North even when the
South has lower innovative capability than that of the North.

To conclude this section, we note that, given that the North is committed to the
*minimum standard,T , it would not be practical for the North to require the Southn

*to adopt any higher standard than that. This means that we can treatT as then

upper bound of the minimum standard that the North can ask the South to adopt.
Given this constraint, the TRIPS Agreement can be regarded as maximizing global

*welfare by requiring the South to adopt the North’s pre-TRIPS standard,T ,n

rather than anything lower, as the minimum IPR standard. It is in this sense that
the TRIPS agreement is optimal.

4 . Multi-sectoral negotiations

In this section, we analyze the merits of the TRIPS Agreement in the context of
a multi-sectoral negotiation. We consider the case in which the North wants the
South to increase its IPR protection while, in return, the South wants the North to
lower its trade barriers to imports of traditional goods from the South. We have
seen from previous analysis that while raising the IPR standard in the South from

* *its Nash equilibrium levelT to the North’s Nash equilibrium levelT is globallys n

welfare-improving, the South itself loses from such an increase. To make the
TRIPS Agreement incentive-compatible for the South, the North, which is the
beneficiary region, has to compensate the South. While a lump sum income
transfer from the North to the South would solve the incentive-compatibility
problem theoretically, it is not practical. In the Uruguay Round, the South
demanded increased access to the North’s markets in which it has comparative
advantage, such as textile products. This sector is represented byz in this model.
In the model, increasing market access amounts to lowering tarifft on the import
of z. We will show that allowing better access to the North’s market in exchange
for the South’s strengthening of IPR standard is not only a realistic channel to
solve the incentive-compatibility problem of the TRIPS, but also superior to the
(impractical) lump sum income transfer mechanism.

The steady state flow welfare associated with sectorz in the North and the
South are, respectively,
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1 2¯ ]F GU (t)5h p (z)z 1 (a 2 p (z)) 1tz ,zn n n n n sn2e
1 2¯ ]F GU (t)5h p (z)z 1 (a 2 p (z)) .zs s s s s2e

Again, with no discounting of the future, the steady state flow welfare can be the
basis of welfare analysis.

Without cooperation/negotiation with the South, the North chooses a non-
cooperative optimal tariff to maximizeU (t). Given the market equilibriumzn

outcome obtained in Section 2, we know that this optimal tariff is

2 ¯ ¯e(11d 2d )(z 2 z )s n
]]]]]]]*t 5 .22(11d )2d

*The corresponding welfare for the North and the South whent is imposed are
* *denotedU (t) and U (t), respectively. It is easily seen that loweringt willzn zs

reduce the North’s welfare in sectorz but will increase the South’s welfare in this
sector:

≠U (t) hzn n 2]] ]]] *5 [e(11d 2d )z 2t ] . 0 for t ,t .s sn≠t e(11d )

≠U (t) hzs s
]] ]]] ¯5 2 (z 2 z ), 0 for allt.s ss≠t (11d )

Recalling thatU is regionk’s welfare derived from all sectors excluding sectork

*z, we denoteU as the equilibriumU under the pre-TRIPS regime (i.e., whenk k

* *both regions choose their Nash equilibrium IPR levels,T andT , respectively),n s
cand defineU as the equilibriumU under the post-TRIPS regime (i.e., when bothk k

*regions choose the minimum standard equal toT ).n

To model the multi-sectoral negotiation, we assume that the two regions bargain
simultaneously over whether the South adopts the North’s pre-TRIPS IPR standard
as well as over the level oft. The Nash bargaining model is adopted. Any
agreement and bargaining outcome is assumed to last forever. Therefore, with no
discounting, welfare consideration in the bargaining can be based on steady state
flow welfare. Without havingt lowered, the South will not raise its IPR standard.
So, the threat point of the bargain is such that the South maintains its pre-TRIPS

*IPR standard, while the North maintains tarifft . To solve the bargaining
problem, the tarifft is chosen to maximize the product of two expressions that are
functions of the net welfare improvements in the two regions, viz.

c (12y ) c y* * * *(U 1U 2U 2U ) (U 1U 2U 2U ) ,n zn n zn s zs s zs

wherey [ [0, 1] represents the South’s bargaining power. For ease of exposition,
c c* * * *let 1(t);U 1U 2U 2U and6(t);U 1U 2U 2U . It is clear thatn zn n zn s zs s zs
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to satisfy the incentive-compatibility condition in the South,t needs to be low
enough for the South to gain sufficiently from the traditional sector to compensate
for its loss in the differentiated-products sector. Since there is a natural lower

¯ ¯bound, t 5 0, for this policy, we need to assume thata, e and z 2 z ares n

sufficiently large. This will ensure that the traditional-good markets are sufficiently
*large, the optimal tarifft is sufficiently large, and consequently, there are

sufficient gains to the South from tariff-cutting by the North. This will in turn
ensure that both1(t) and6(t) are positive.

To make sure that there indeed exists an interior solution to the bargaining
game, we have to check that the welfare frontier is concave. The slope of the
bargaining frontier is equal to d1(t) /d6(t)5 (≠U /≠t) /(≠U /≠t). First, thezn zs

*slope is equal to zero whent 5t . Second, it can be easily shown that the slope is
negative and increases in magnitude ast decreases, i.e. as6(t) increases. This
ensures that the frontier is strictly concave. So, if the first-order condition of the

c *Nash bargaining yieldst [ [0, t ], it is an optimal interior solution. Refer to Fig.
3.

2Whent 5 0, the slope of the welfare frontier is equal to (11d 2d ) /d, which
is less than one as long asd .1. To simplify things by ensuring that tariff
reduction by the North is always globally welfare-improving, we assume that
d . 1, i.e. the South’s market for traditional good is larger than the North’s.
Therefore, any decrease int leads to an increase in6(t) with a magnitude greater

16than that of the concomitant decrease in1(t), so that global welfare is improved.
The bargaining problem is equivalent to choosingt to maximize (12y)

ln(1(t))1y ln(6(t)), which yields the following first-order condition,

≠U ≠U(12y) yzn zs
]]]] ]]]]1 50. (9)

≠t ≠t1(t) 6(t)

cWe are interested in how the bargaining outcomet is affected by other factors
and how global welfare is in turn affected by the bargaining outcome. First, it is

cstraightforward to show that≠t /≠y , 0, that is, trade liberalization in the
traditional-good sector in the North would be deeper when the South has more

cbargaining power. This is the usual outcome of Nash bargaining since a lowert

favors the South. Second, it can be easily shown that≠W/≠t , 0. That is, global
welfare increases when the South has more bargaining power. This is because
higher bargaining power for the South leads to deeper trade liberalization in the
North, which improves global welfare.

16In our model, it is possible thatN .N whileh . h , as long ase is sufficiently smaller thane .n s s n s n

This simply reflects the fact that the South’s consumers have, relatively speaking, a lower propensity to
consume new products and a higher propensity to consume traditional products than their counterparts
in the North. Casual observation confirms the presumption that the North’s market for new products is
larger than the South’s market, while the reverse is true for the market for traditional goods.
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Fig. 3. Nash bargaining overt. The two regions bargain simultaneously over whether the South adopts
the North’s pre-TRIPS IPR and over the value oft. The origin is the point with no agreement.

We have seen that both an increase inT and a decrease int yield net gains tos

the world, which can then be split between the two regions through Nash
c cbargaining. So, we can say thatsince bargaining leads to 1(t ). 0 and 6(t ). 0,

both regions benefit from the multi-sectoral negotiation, of which the TRIPS
Agreement is an outcome. Although we interpret the TRIPS Agreement as one that
requires all regions to adopt a minimum IPR protection standard as defined by the
North’s pre-TRIPS protection level, the above result can be generalized as follows:
Both regions benefit from a bargain that involves the South raising its IPR

* *protection standard to a pre-specified level T [ [T , T ] (while the North doess s n

not lower its pre-TRIPS IPR protection standard) on the one hand, and the North
liberalizing trade in its traditional good sector on the other hand. The proof of
this general result can be obtained by simply repeating the above analysis. This
result means that even if the regions find it impossible (e.g., for political reasons)

*to enforce a drastic set of concessions (withT set toT ), they can agree on a lesss n
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* *drastic set of concessions (withT [ [T , T ]) and still end up with mutual gainss s n

in a multi-sectoral negotiation.
Finally, we examine each region’s marginal gain fromincreases in T , for alls

* * * *T [ [T , T ]. We have found in Section 3 that as long asT [ [T , T ], anys s n s s n
c cincrease inT would lead to an increase inU but a decrease inU (now we needs n s

cto reinterpretU as the value ofU when the South and the North adoptT andk k s

*T , respectively), and the gain in the former outweighs the loss in the latter so thatn
c c *U 1U increases. We have also proved above that as long ast [ [0, t ], anyn s

decrease int would lead to an increase inU but to a decrease inU , and the gainzs zn

in the former outweighs the loss in the latter so thatU 1U increases. We havezs zn

assumed that the traditional goods markets are sufficiently large and the differ-
ences between the regions in endowments of traditional good are sufficiently great
that tariff-cutting in the North is sufficient to compensate the South for its increase
in IPR protection. Consequently, we prove in Appendix C thatwhenever the South
is willing to increase T , the North is willing to reduce t. On balance, as Ts s

increases, the marginal gain to the North is always positive (i.e., 1(t) would
increase), but the marginal gain to the South is positive (i.e., 6(t) increases) only
if v is sufficiently large or 6(t) is sufficiently small. This indicates that although

*raising the South’s IPR protectionT all the way toT is globally optimal and iss n

in the best interest of the North, such a big move may not be in the South’s best
interest unless the South’s bargaining power in the negotiation is sufficiently
strong to elicit a large tariff reduction from the North. Otherwise, the South would

c *prefer an agreement that requiresT 5 T , T , since all the extra surplus froms s n
craising the IPR protection beyondT would accrue to the North. In other words,s

while both regions gain from the multi-sectoral negotiation, the South may be able
to gain more if it has more freedom to choose the degree of IPR protection.

5 . Summary and conclusion

We find that it is globally welfare-improving for the South to increase its IPR
protection above its (pre-TRIPS) Nash equilibrium level. Although this would hurt
the South and benefit the North, the latter’s gains are larger than the former’s
losses. Consequently, it can benefit both regions for the South to adopt the North’s
pre-TRIPS IPR standard, in exchange for the North lowering its import tariffs. We
conclude, therefore, that the inclusion of IPR negotiations in GATT/WTO agendas
is constructive.

We find that in the multi-sectoral negotiation it is globally optimal for the South
to increase its IPR protection standard all the way to the North’s level. However, it
is not necessarily optimal for the South to do so. It is optimal for the South only if
its bargaining power in the negotiation is sufficiently large to elicit a large enough
tariff reduction by the North. Otherwise, the extra surplus generated from
strengthened IPR protection will mostly benefit the North. In that case, if the South
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has the choice, it would prefer an agreement that binds it to a higher standard than
before, but below that of the North. In other words, giving the South an
‘all-or-nothing’ choice in either adopting the North’s IPR standard or maintaining
the old standard might diminish the South’s gain from such a negotiation. It seems
evident that the South was indeed presented with an ‘all-or-nothing’ choice
regarding IPR protection in the Uruguay Round of the GATT negotiations. If this
is the case, we can say that the TRIPS Agreement requires the South to give up too
much. It is therefore no wonder that many developing countries are not enforcing
as high an IPR standard as the developed countries want while the developed
countries seem to be retracting from their market access commitments. In spite of
these seeming retractions, however, our result has demonstrated that both regions
would still gain as long as they can eventuallywillingly enforcesome bilateral
concessions in both sectors. This again demonstrates the merits of multi-sectoral
negotiations.

In future research, we hope to modify the existing model to a truly dynamic, and
possibly general equilibrium one, and to consider interactions among trade
policies, FDI policies and IPR policies in a unified model.
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A  ppendix A. Proof of the stability of the Nash equilibrium

To see this, totally differentiate (3) and (4) with respect toT andT . Note thats n

by writing M andM as functions ofm, (3) can be expressed as a function ofms n

and T only, and thus,s

≠
]d[LHS(3)2RHS(3)]5 [LHS(3)2RHS(3)](N dT 1N dT )s s n n≠m

≠
]2 RHS(3) dT 5 0.s≠Ts
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Since (≠ /≠m)[LHS(3)2RHS(3)]. 0, and (≠ /≠T )RHS(3), 0, the followings

inequality holds for the South’s reaction function:

dT Nn s
] ]. .U UdT Ns n

Similarly, for the North, we have

≠
]d[LHS(4)2RHS(4)]5 [LHS(4)2RHS(4)](N dT 1N dT )s s n n≠m

≠
]2 RHS(4) dT 50,n≠Tn

from which we conclude that the following inequality holds for the North’s
reaction function:

dT Nn s
] ], .U UdT Ns n

Therefore, the South’s reaction curve is steeper than the North’s in the (T , T )s n

space.

A ppendix B. Proof of dW /dT u . 0s T 5T *s n

ˆSupposeT solvesn

N Anae ae ae]]M [12 (11a)a ] 1M (12a )5 [T 2T (12a )](b M 1 b M ).n s n n n s sm

(A1)

b bn swhereM 5 m /a and M 5 m /a , where m ;N T A.s d s dn n s s n n
ˆ *Comparing with Eq. (4), it is clear thatT . T , since the North’s reactionn n

function is downward sloping, so thatT increases asT decreases to 0. Nown s
ˆ 9supposeT solvesn

ae aeM [12 (11a)a ] 1M (12 (11a)a )n s

N A (A2)n ae]]5 [T 2 T (12a )](b M 1 b M ).n n n s sm

m mb bn s] ]whereM 5 and M 5 , where m ;N T A.n s n ns d s da an sˆ ˆ9We know thatT . T . This is becauseLHS(A2), LHS(A1), while RHS(A2)5n n
˜RHS(A1). Now, supposeT solvesn
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ae aeM [12 (11a)a ] 1M (12 (11a)a )n s

(N 1N )A (A3)s n ae]]]5 [T 2 T (12a )](b M 1 b M ).n n n s sm

b bn swhereM 5 m /a and M 5 m /a , where m ; (N 1N )T A.s d s dn n s s s n n
˜ ˆ 9We can prove thatT . T . The proof is given below. DefineP ; A[T 2 T (12n n s

ae ae ae ae
a )]b ; Q ; [12 (11a)a ]; R; A[T 2 T (12a )]b and S ; (12a ). Eq.s s n

(A2) can be written as

P R
]] ]]M 2Q 1M 2Q 50, (A4)S D S Ds nAT ATn n

b bn swhereM 5 m /a and M 5 m /a , where m ;N T A.s d s dn n s s n n

Now, we have

≠M ≠M≠LHS(A4) P Rs n
]]] ]] ]] ]] ]]5 2Q 1 2QS D S D≠N ≠N AT ≠N ATn n n n n

M MP Rs n
] ]] ] ]]5 b T A 2Q 1 b T A 2QS D S Ds n n nm AT m ATn n

M MP Ps s
] ]] ] ]]5 b T A 2Q 2 b T A 2QS D S Ds n n nm AT m ATn n

M Ps
] ]]5 T A(b 2 b ) 2QS Dn s nm ATn

The third line of the above equation comes from using Eq. (A4). We are now
ready to prove that the last line is greater than zero. Ifb . b , then Eq. (A4)n s

indicates thatR /AT 2Q . 0.P/AT 2Q since the two expressions must be ofn n

opposite signs; on the other hand, ifb , b , then Eq. (A4) indicates thatn s

R /AT 2Q , 0,P/AT 2Q. Both cases imply that the last line is greater thann n

zero. Therefore,≠LHS(A4) /≠N .0.n

Now, it is quite clear that≠LHS(A4) /≠T , 0. Therefore, by the Implicitn

Function Theorem, we conclude that dT /dN . 0 for Eq. (A4) to hold. Now, (A3)n n

is obtained from (A2) by changingN to N 1N . Therefore, we can conclude thatn s n
˜ ˆ ˆ9 *T .T . T .T . Since (≠ /≠T )[RHS(A3)2LHS(A3)],0, and RHS(A3)2n n n n n

˜ *LHS(A3)50 at T 5 T , it follows that RHS(A3)2 LHS(A3). 0 at T 5T .n n n n

* *SinceRHS(8)(at T 5T ) 5RHS(A3)2 LHS(A3) (at T 5T ), we conclude thats n n n

dW/dT u . 0.s T 5T *s n

Appendix C. d1 /dT and d6 /dTs s

Note that
c cd6 5dU 1 dU and d1 5dU 1 dU .s zs n zn
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From the analysis in Section 3, we have

c c c cdU dU dU dUs n s n
]] ]] ]] ]], 0, .0, , .U U U UdT dT dT dTs s s s

From the analysis in Section 4, we have

dU dU dU dUzs zn zs znU U U U]] ]] ]] ]],0, .0, . .dt dt dt dt

From Eq. (9), we have

dUzn
]]6(t)(12y) 11(t)y 5 0.dUzs

cSince we want to find the effect of changes inU (due to changes inT ) on6 andn s

1, we totally differentiate the above equation with respect tot and any other
variables that are affected byT andt.s

dU dUdzn zn
]] ] ]](12y) d6 16(t)(12y) dt 1 vd1 50,S DdU dt dUzs zs

which implies

dU dUdzn znc c]] ] ]](12y) (dU 1 dU )16(t)(12y) dt 1 v(dU 1 dU )50.S Ds zs n zndU dt dUzs zs

c cNote that changes inU andU are due toT while changes inU andU are duen s s zn zs
c cto t. An increase inT leads to an increase inU and a decrease inU , thuss n s

prompting the North to decreaset in the tariff negotiation, which in turn leads to
an increase inU and a decrease inU , as will be shown below. Differentiatingzs zn

the equation with respect toT , we haves

cdU dU dU dUdt d dtzn s zs zn
]] ]] ]]] ] ]] ](12y) ( 1 )16(t)(12y) S DdU dT dt dT dt dU dTzs s s zs s

cdU dU dtn zn
]] ]]]1 v( 1 )5 0.dT dt dTs s

Let Y ; dU /dU . 1. Recall that dU /dU , 0. From the above equation, weu uzn zs zn zs

can solve for
c cdU dUs n
]] ]](12y) Y 2 vdT dTdt s s

] ]]]]]]]]]]]5 ,0.dT dU dUdYs zs znF ]] ]G ]](12y) 2Y 26 1 vdt dt dt

Therefore,
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cdU dUd6 dts zs
] ]] ]] ]5 1 ?dT dT dt dTs s s

c c cdU dU dU dU dUdYs s zn n zs
]]] ]]]] ]]]]2 (12 v)6 1 v 2 vdT dt dT dt dT dts s s

]]]]]]]]]]]]]]5 .dU dUdYzs znF ]] ]G ]](12y) 2 Y 26 1 vdt dt dt

On the RHS of the above equation, the denominator is always positive. However,
the numerator is greater than zero only ifv is sufficiently large or when6 is
sufficiently small, based on the inequalities obtained at the beginning of the proof
and dY /dt , 0. Hence, the expression is positive ifv is sufficiently large or6 is

* * *small. WhenT 5 T , t 5t , and 6 50. Therefore, d6 /dT . 0 at T 5T .s s s s s
c cGiven that, asT increases,udU /dT u and dY /dt both increase, whileudU /u us s s n

cdT u2udU /dT u decreases, and dU /dt 2 dU /dt decreases, we conclude thatu u u us s s zs zn

d6 /dT gets smaller asT increases. Therefore,6 is maximized asT increases tos s s

*a certain level. This level may not be much higher thanT if v is small. Thus, ifs

v is small, it is optimal for the South to increase its IPR protection only slightly.
From the South’s point of view, it is optimal to increase IPR protection all the way

* * *to T only whenv is sufficiently large so that d6 /dT . 0 for anyT [ [T , T ].n s s s n

On the other hand,

cdU dUd1 dtn zn
] ]] ]] ]5 1 ?dT dT dt dTs s s

c c cdU dU dU dU dUdYn zs n zn n
]]]] ]]]] ]]](12 v) 2 Y 1 Y 26F GdT dt dT dt dt dTs s s

]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]5 . 0,dU dUdYzs znF ]] ]G ]](12y) 2 Y 26 1 vdt dt dt

because both the denominator and numerator are positive, based on the inequalities
obtained at the beginning of the proof and dY /dt , 0.
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